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How to Make Your
Press Releases Shine

A WORD FROM OUR CEO

I

t seems that every day there are more and more regulations
affecting Christian ministries. Keeping up with important
developments can be overwhelming and time-consuming.
Since our founding in 1972, church treasurers, pastors,
administrators, and board members have relied on expert help and
training from the Canadian Council of Christian Charities.
Every year about 96% of our supporters renew their membership
because of the high-quality, practical resources they receive from us.
Whether it is learning how to perform their duties, keeping up with
all the changing rules and regulations, or finding out about the best
practices, we make their lives easier as a one-stop resource.
Our staff of accountants, lawyers, and ministry credential
holders deliver numerous seminars, workshops, and articles every year to
help our members improve their effectiveness and efficiency.
Our member support team answers thousands of questions each
year on topics like
n
n
n
n
n
n

receipting, accounting & finance;
human resources, payroll & policies
clergy residence deduction;
church board governance;
stewardship;
charity regulation.

We hope you enjoy this complimentary resource. It will give you a glimpse
of some of the fabulous resources we provide.
We’d love to include you as part of our membership community
that encompasses over 3,200 faith-based charities from coast to coast.
To find out more about our great membership benefits and moneysaving affinity programs, visit www.cccc.org/membership_options.

Rev. John Pellowe, MBA, DMin
CEO
This publication is provided by CCCC to its members and other authorized users as a general information service only and as such does not constitute legal or professional advice. Every attempt has been made
to provide accurate and current information. However, legislation and regulations, common law, and CRA’s administrative practices may have changed since this information was published. Readers should obtain
competent legal and other appropriate professional advice for their individual needs before applying any information contained in this publication to their specific situation. The publisher, authors, and editor expressly
disclaim all and any liability to any person, whether a purchaser of this publication or not, in respect of anything done or omitted to be done by such person in reliance upon the contents of this publication.
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K AR EN S T IL L ER , PAR T N E R, CA NA DIA N CHRISTIA N NEW S SE RVICE

Timing, they say, is everything. In the world of press releases that is almost true.
Timing matters a lot. But so, of course, does the story.

T

he timing was perfect. When
the Canadian Christian News
Service (CCNS) released author
Jennifer Graham’s press release
about her memoir An Immoral Proposal
(a story of forbidden, cross-racial love in
Apartheid-South Africa) it was just days before
Nelson Mandela’s funeral. The release went out
to 254 Christian media across the country.
The release immediately caught the eye of
Steve Lazarus, a writer and researcher with the
weekly, national current affairs television show
Context with Lorna Dueck. “That was perfect
timing,” says Lazarus. “We were working on
a Mandela show the morning it came. There
were other things about her story that made
her a natural guest. They have a very unique
and courageous and beautiful story.”
Timing, they say, is everything. In the world
of press releases that is almost true. Timing
matters a lot. But so, of course, does the story.
Timing and story came together for
the Christian Medical and Dental Society
(CMDS) of Canada when CCNS released their
announcement of a short film called “The
Gift,” to educate Canadians about physicianassisted suicide in Canada.
Rob Horsely is managing editor for
Christian Week newspaper: “A press release
that goes along with the news of the day,
like the CMDS release about the euthanasia
film, is a good one. It’s an issue that is in the
news a lot and has been for a while. Taking
an individual project that focuses on this
thing that people are talking about already,
it’s timely and eye-catching.”
Elizabeth Holland is an editor with
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the Toronto Star, Canada’s largest daily
newspaper. The Toronto Star ran a story
about Christian author Tim Huff’s new book
on bullying. CCNS had distributed that
release to the Christian and mainstream
media in Canada, including the Star.
“The choosing of the story often just boils
down to that section editor’s interest,” says
Holland. “It’s very subjective. If the bullying
story had been picked up by an editor sick
of hearing about bullying and felt that
issue had been covered enough…. It also
depends on what’s been covered before. And
timeliness is a given.”
Holland stresses that major newsroom
editors receive “hundreds and hundreds of
releases every day.” Short and sweet: that
sums up her advice to Christian non-profits
vying for the attention of the mainstream –
or any stream – of media.
“You have to cover the five w’s (who,
what, where, why, when),” says Holland.

“Write it as you would a story, with a human
angle hook, especially for non-profits.
Have real people who are willing to be
interviewed and photographed. That’s a big
one for a journalist. “
Holland advises non-profits to consider
not using a spokesperson from the
organization in the press release whenever
possible. “I think it’s more important to
have the ‘human interest’ person. It’s about
the person they are serving, that’s what’s
interesting. That’s who the journalists are
interested in and that’s what the writer will
do, so that’s how the press release should be
written. The voice of a real person is better
hands down every time than the voice of the
administrator. I think you have to inspire the
media right off the bat.”
And the media it seems, are not
often inspired by a press release that is
mostly about extolling the virtues and
accomplishments of the charity, no matter
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how noble the organization and its mission.
Rob Horsely of Christian Week pulls no
punches on this topic: “Something that
turns me off in terms of a press release is
something that is really kind-of obviously
self-serving,” he says. “Something that
doesn’t even try to make it about helping
other people. When it gets into navel-gazing
and ‘here is all this great stuff about us,’ it
rubs me the wrong way.”
Horsely acknowledges that press releases
are by nature, “controlled information,” but
“when it’s of a very self-promotional nature,
although I know that is the job of the press
release to spin it a certain way, but when it’s
clear that it serves no purpose other than to
highlight an organization and how great it is,
it loses my interest.”

Even if a release is short, sweet, well
written, and crafted as carefully as possible
while avoiding all semblance of navel-gazing,
it still may not be picked up by a publication
or show. The editors, publishers, or producers
have the birds-eye view of their overall story
selection and line-ups, and that particular story
may not be a fit at that time. But take heart.
Steve Lazarus from Context says, “If it’s not the
right time, I’m keeping it in a file, so when the
news returns to that issue of child trafficking,
for example, I’m reminded that there’s a
campaign they are doing on that issue. A lot of
times its driven by headlines, but other times
there are issues with a long shelf life.”
Horsely points to the mission of the
publication as well, as a necessary filter
through which all press releases flow: “Our
mandate is to tell the stories of what God
is doing in Canada and around the world
today.” If a press release does catch Horsely’s
eye, “I discuss it with my fellow editors, we
pass the ideas back and forth to make sure

Affordable
Reliable
Easy

More Great Advice from the
Media about Press Releases
n Make sure the sources listed are actually

available to be interviewed.
n Make it very easy to find contact numbers.
n Avoid bells and whistles in the release.

n
n
n
n

“[P]eople like to put everything in caps,
or underline, or bold. I would tell people
to pick up a newspaper and see how it’s
presented—that’s how the release should
be presented.” – Elizabeth Holland,
Toronto Star.
Use your organization’s logo in the release.
Keep the release to 500 words.
Bulleted sidebars are a good idea.
Although he hesitates to admit it, Rob
Horsely of Christian Week says that a
follow up call from the organization
directly to the editors can nudge a story
from barely noticed to the front and
center of attention.

“ We have found some
superb guests as a direct
result of receiving CCNS
news releases.”

Stephen Lazarus
CONTEXT with Lorna Dueck

DO ES Y OUR ORGANIZATIO N
HAVE NE W S TO S HARE ?

“ Without hesitation, we

STORIES TO TE LL?

would use CCNS again,
and recommend them
highly to one and all.”

Canadian Christian News Service
is a press release distribution
network designed specifically
for Canadian Christian charities.
That’s you.

CHRISTIAN

AFFORDABLE

Tim Huff
StreetLevel

RELIABLE

CONNECTED

EFFICIENT

GOOD NEWS TO GOOD PLACES
CANADIANCHRISTIANNEWSSERVICE.COM
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we are all in agreement and that I’m not the
only one interested. Then, I pass it along to
the writer and tell them the angle we have in
mind. The press releases always contain the
crucial information as to who to interview
and contact information. Press releases, to
me, contain the ‘need to know’ information
for stuff we’re interested in pursuing.”
Horsely also keeps his eye on an
organization’s newsletters and websites for

story ideas (so an organization should be
aware that everything they print or post is
fodder for the press). But nothing can take
the place of a properly written and widely
distributed press release for alerting the
media to a relevant story – and making it as
easy as possible for them to get that story.
For smaller groups especially, says Toronto
Star’s Holland, “I don’t know if they realize
how important marketing is, and that press
releases are an important part of that.”
When it comes to the media in general,
Christian organizations should know that
religion still tells an important story. “Within
minutes of Pope Benedict announcing his

resignation, that totally changed the news
cycle,” reminds Lazarus. “And that was before
Pope Frances. That means that religion still
has the ability in a very secular society to
change the news cycle.” And when it comes
to press releases in general, and CCNS
releases in particular, Lazarus says: “It excites
me for what it means to build the capacity of
Christian non-profits in Canada.”
Karen Stiller is a partner with the Canadian
Christian News Service, a press release
distribution service designed especially for
faith-based organizations in Canada. www.
canadianchristiannewsservice.com

The Life Cycle of a Press Release
n When CCNS (or a service like it) receives a press release from a

n If an editor likes the story, they will assign it to a journalist,

client, it is formatted, and a test-run is made so the charity can
see it in its final form – exactly as it will appear to the media.
n A time of release and distribution list is confirmed (CCNS, for
example, releases to a constantly updated list of Christian media,
bloggers, freelance journalists, mainstream media and American
Christian media, or any combination thereof that the client chooses).
n The release is distributed and lands in inboxes across the country.
n In the case of CCNS, the release is also posted at www.
canadianchristiannewsservice.com (extra resources like photos for
the media can also be posted on the CCNS page for the ease of
the media); on the CCNS Twitter feed and Facebook page where it
will remain and reach yet a further audience.

often advising them of their preferred angle and sending them
the press release as a starting point.
n OR, the press release itself, if crafted well enough, can be used
as the story itself. This is rare, as most news sources want their
own original quotes for their publication. “Very rarely do we
publish a press release ‘as is,’” says Rob Horsely from Christian
Week. “It’s not that those releases aren’t good things, but I
would hesitate, in the same way that it’s not good to eat a
vegetable right out of a can, I’d rather make it into a full dish.”
n If the press release is not used immediately for a story, a wellorganized editor who sees some potential may file it away for
future reference.

Want access to a full
range of practical,
expert resources?
Become a member TODAY and start receiving all the
benefits that membership with CCCC has to offer.
SEE PAGE 6 & 7 TO LEARN MORE
AND TO APPLY FOR MEMBERSHIP.
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A CCCC Membership
has so many benefits.
If you’re finding it difficult and
time-consuming keeping up with
all the legal and administrative
requirements of running a
ministry—CCCC CAN HELP! And
our annual fee is affordable, even
for small ministries. Here is an
overview of our great benefits.

Technical Expertise & Searchable Website

Seminars/Conferences

CCCC staff are experienced and available to answer your
technical questions. Our website facilitates topical and
text searches and includes a variety of resources.

Members receive discount pricing.

T3010 Annual Charity Information Return
We provide a fillable, saveable online T3010 Form with a
step-by-step guide; plus an optional T3010 email
reminder service (sign up online).

Free Canadian Ministry
Compensation Survey
This survey is a national salary survey of churches
and Christian agencies.

Free Charities Handbook
Our Charities Handbook is a comprehensive resource you
won’t want to be without and is also searchable online.

CCCC Bulletin
Hard copies or email notification of the CCCC Bulletin
available on our website keep our members current on
new developments affecting charities.

Affinity and Insurance Programs
Access to affinity programs for office supplies, website
development, and insurance as well as pension plan
and group benefits.

MEMBERSHIPS
STARTING @ $215
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CCCC AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
TO APPLY ONLINE, GO TO WWW.CCCC.ORG/MEMBERSHIP_OPTIONS

CCCC serves over 3,300 ministries by providing practical, affordable resources that help them operate in an exemplary, healthy, and
effective way. CCCC affiliate membership is valid for the calendar year. Members must be Canadian registered charities.
Date of Application

CRA Number		

Name of Church or Organization

Website

or

Applying for CRA Number

Street Address
Mailing Address (if different from above)			
City			

Province		

Organization’s Email

Postal Code

Telephone		

I heard about CCCC Membership from:

Denominational Affiliation (if any)

ANNUAL REVENUE

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Fax

Primary Focus (e.g., local church, counselling, youth ministry, relief & development.)

(from line 4700 of T3010)

Please charge $

is $

ANNUAL REVENUE

2015 FEE

$0–$300,000
$300,001–$675,000
$675,001–$999,999
$1,000,000 or more

$215
$410
$535
$765

I will pay by:

to my credit card.
VISA

Mastercard

Amex

Cheque

						
Card #						

/
Expiry Date

Name of Cardholder (Please print)				 Signature

CCCC BULLETIN As an Affiliate Member you may list up to 3 names to receive the Bulletin.
Primary Contact: Name

Position

Email Address

CCCC Bulletin format: n Hard Copy n Email

Name

Position

Email Address

CCCC Bulletin format: n Hard Copy n Email

Name

Position

Email Address

CCCC Bulletin format: n Hard Copy n Email

BEST PRACTICES
CCCC encourages all affiliate members to use their best efforts to:
• Form an active governing board that holds regular meetings, creates appropriate policy, maintains effective control, and provides strategic direction.
• Establish appropriate systems for financial & internal control, transparent financial reporting, and fair treatment of staff and volunteers.
• Comply with federal, provincial, and municipal laws and regulations.
• Serve the interests of donors, members, and beneficiaries in an ethical way.
• Protect the confidentiality of personal data.
• Be open and honest in dealing with the public.
We understand that affiliate membership does not entitle us to use the CCCC logo or the CCCC Seal of Accountability, which is reserved exclusively for CCCC Certified members.

Signature of Applicant					Date

